
Answer-to-Question-_1_

 Part 1

Under the Cyprus provision of income tax law a person is considered to be a tax resident 

in Cyprus if he spends more than 183 days in a tax year. Daniel has only spent 100 days 

in 2019 thus he is not considered to be a tax resident based on the 183 day rule.

However the 60 days rule can also be claimed from a person if the follwoing are sitisfied:

1)He must not spend more than 183 days in any other country

2)He must not be a tax resident in any other country

3)He must spend more than 630 days in Cyprus in the tax year

4)He must have a permanent place of living either rended out or owned

5)He must conduct a business or be an employee and/or director in a  Cyprus 

Tax Resident Company

The above must all be satisfief in order for an individual to clain a Cyprus tax residency.

Daniel is considered to be a UK tax resident thus the condition 2 above is not satisfied.

A non Cyprus tax residence is taxed based on his incomes derived from Cyprus provided 

that he is physically present in Cyprus (i.e apportion by the number of days he physically 

spends in Cyprus.

 Part 2

As a non Cyprus tax resident Daniel will be taxed on his incomes derived from Cyprus 

provided that he is physically present in Cyprus.

The salary of 60,000 will be subject to prograssive income tax rates. Daniel can claim the 



20% expatriate relief as his total emoluments are below 100,000 and thus a 20% 

deduction can be claimed provided that he was not a tax resident before in Cyprus. 

Maximum deduction is 8556.

The accomodation is a benefit in kind and will be a taxable income for Daniel. 

Accomodation is calculated on higher of 4% of market value and initial cost

Provision of saloon car is also benefit in kind and is calculated based on the private ise 

percantage, value of use, the value of repairs and the value of fuel.

The private use percentage for cars costing more than 55000 is 60%

The value of use is 8% as it is a new car, value of repairs is 4% as is more than 28000 nad 

value of fuel is 5% as it costs more then 28000.

Payment of bills are also benefit in kind

Calculation of Motor vehicle Benefit in kind is as below:

Cost( assuming VAT is included)  55000

* Private use  60%

*Value of use (55000*8%)  4400 

*Value of repairs (55000*4%)  2200

*value of fuel (55000*5%)  2750

Total(60%*(4400+2200+2750))  5610

Computation of Taxable Income

Incomes

Salary(Note 1)         60000

Benefit in kind - accomodation    8800



 

(220000*0.04)

Benefit in Kind - Saloon car  5610

Other Benefit in kind         6000

Total income         80410

Less Deductions     

20%expatriate relief (max 8556)  (8556)

Net income         71854

Less Personal allowanced

Social Incurance

(8.3%*55000)      4565

Gesy

(1.7*80410)         1367  5923

1/5 of Net income = 14370

Personal allowances are not restricted

Taxable income         65931

First 19500  0 

Next 8500  20%  1700

Next 8300  25%  2075

Next 23700  30%  7110

Next 5931  35%  2076

Tax payable  12961

Note: it is assumed that his income was received when he was physically present in 

Cyprus.



 Part 3 

The Cyprus branch has the obligation to assess Daniel's income from employment and 

withold any tax derives from his emploeyment. Tax is witheld under the P.A.Y.E system

The Cyprus Branch has the obligation to withold any social security that arises from 

Daniel and pay the Social Insurances on his behalf. The percentage that the Cyprus 

Branch must withold is 8.3% in his gross salary.

Also the Cyprus branch must also contribute a 8.3% as social insurances for Daniel but 

also another 3.2% for other contributions (redunduncy fund, Cohession and Industrial.)

It is noted that the maximum amount that contrubitions will be calculated in 

55,000EURO. (cohession fund is not restricted)

NHS is calculated on 1.7% for the year 2019 on gross emoluments including benefits in 

kind. Thus the Cyprus branch must withold the Gesy from Daniels gross emoluments.

Also the branch must contrubute anothe 1.85% on the Gesy fund (again on his gross 

emoluments)

It is noted that the cap of emoluments that Gesy will be calculated is 180,000EUR.

-------------------------------------------

---------DO-NOT-EDIT-THIS-DIVIDER----------
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Answer-to-Question-_2__

 Part 1

A permanent establishem of a Cyprus tax resident company is subject to Cyprus income 



 

tax if:

a) Tax paid on the county that the permanent establishent operates is significantly

lower than Cyprus tax (i.e lower than 6.25%)

AND b) the permanent establishment more than 50% engages in passive activities

Even though the first condition is met (tax is 5%) the second condition is not met as there 

is no evidence of passive income.

Thus the permanent establishment will not be taxed in Cyprus.

Operation being Profitable in Short term and Long term

A permanent establishment in taxed where activities takes place as per the Cyprus income 

Tax Law and the Article 7 of the OECD Model.

It does not make any difference if a subsidiary is incorporated or a permanent 

eshtablishment as both will be taxed under the provisions of Lowtaxland.

However if a permanent establishment is established, the accounting profits will be 

included in Leontios Ltd and they will be subject to Deemed Dividend Distrubution to the 

extend that shareholders of Leontios Ltd are Cyprus tax residents and domicieled under 

Wills & Succession Law.

Dividends received from subsidiary will suffered NIL withholding tax but will also be 

included in accounting profits of Leontios Ltd and will be subject to Demmed Dividend 

Distrubution, thus there is no difference.

Operation being Loss making in Short and Long term

Cyprus Income tax law allow the losses of the permanent establishment to be deducted 

from the profits of the Cyprus tax resident company and recuptured ( taxed) when the 



 

permanent establishment become profitable.

If a subsidiary is established then the losses will never be utilised

In this case a permanent establishment is prefered.

Operations being loss making in short term and profitable in long term.

Again the losses of the permanent establishment will be allowed in Cyprus and recupture 

when the permanent establishment bocomes profitable.

If a subsidiary is established it depends on the tax law of Lowtaxland on how the losses 

can be utilised (i.e carry forward, carry back).

Having in mind that the corporate tax in Lowtaxland in 5%, even if the subsidiary can 

carry forward the losses the benefit will be lower in comparison to the losses being 

allowable in Cyprus at a 12,5% corporation tax rate.

Thus a permanent establishment is prefereable to be established when the operations will 

be loss making and then a subsidiaty will be incorporated when operations will be 

profitable.

Operations being profitable in short term and loss making in long term.

Here based on the above a subsidiary is preferred to be established when operations will 

be profitable and then the subsiadiary can be dissolved an liquidated and turn into a 

permanent establishment when operation will be loss making.

        Part 2

Based on the Cyprus Income tax law 2002-2017 Article 36(5) an employee can benefit 



from the 90 day rule provided that his salaries will be remunerated from the services 

provided by him , outside Cyprus, from a Non Cyprus tax resident employer or from a 

permanent establishment of a cuprus tax resident employer situated outside the Republic.

Based on the 90 day rule the Cypriot employees will be not taxed when they will be 

remunerated from a foreign employer abroad or from the Cyprus tax resident's company 

permanent establishemnt, provided that they spend more than 90 days and less than 183 

days.

It is noted that the 90 days must not be consequtive.

 Part 3 

Permanent establishment

A permanent establishem of a Cyprus tax resident company is subject to Cyprus income 

tax if:

a) Tax paid on the county that the permanent establishent operates is significantly

lower than Cyprus tax (i.e lower than 6.25%) 

AND b) more than 50%of income derives from passive activities.

The Cyprus Income tax laws do not provide clear cut rules in order to determine where a 

company is considered to be a Cyprus tax resident Company.

However it mentions that a company to be considered a Cyprus tax resident company 

there must be managed and control in Cuprus.

Effective management and control is demonstrated ih the following conditions apply:

a) the majority of directors are Cyprus tax residents

b) the general policy is formulated in Cyprus



 

c) the board meeting are held in Cyprus

It is very unlikely for the company to be considered Cyprus tax resident  as there in no 

evedence of the above conditions.

However the prospective entity can be fall in the provisions of CFC rules as it will be 

held more than 50% from a Cyprus tax resident company and the tax paid will be lower 

than 6.25% (5%), if it doesnt distrubute its profit within 11 months.

It is noted that if the prospective company has less than 750000 accountng profit and less 

than 75000 of passive income or its accounting profit is less than 10% of operating 

expenses then the company will be excluded from CFC

-------------------------------------------
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Answer-to-Question-_3__

 Part 1

A back to back loan exists when:

a) The beneficial owner is a non Cuprus tax resident

b) The companies invlolved in back to back loans are related

c) and a period of less then6 months must be maintened from the flow of funds

The margins(safe harbor) do not longer apply. The tax payer need to prepare a transfer 

pricing study in order to determine the interest rate or they should apply a safe horbor of 

2.29%



Article 9 of OECD

Article 9 'Associated entities' states in paragraph 1 that a State has the right to adjust the 

profit of the tax payer, (i.e has the right to make adjustment to the interest rates) if they 

believe that do not satisfy the Arms Length Principle

Also paragraph 2 states that the tax payer has the right to get a downard adjustment in the 

other jurisdiction.

 Part 2

Lamda should prepare a Functional analysis based on Functions, Assets, Risks. Also an 

analysis of the contactual terms of the financing transactions should be made, accurately 

delinating controlled transactions. Moreover an alanysis should be made for the 

characteristics of the loans, the economic circumstances of the related entities and the 

business stategies.

In transfer pricing a businnes commercial and financial relationship must be identified.

The commercial and financial rationale of the loan, the credit rating of the borrower what 

the borrower will do with the money. 

Also in the transfer pricing should be included the method of transfer pricing used and a 

comparability analysis ensuring that comparables are indeed comparables (no material 

adjustment was made) and relevant facts an circumstances are similar.

The transfer prising must also include the recharacterization of the related entities after 

the functional analysis.

Also a function analysis will determine which entity assumes and control the risk and 

thus be rewarded with the biggest chunk of profits.



 

If a dumb cash box exists in the group the is entitles to risk free return

-------------------------------------------
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Answer-to-Question-_4__

Dividends from A Ltd are specifically excluded from Cyprus Corporation Tax. They are 

subject to SDC if the tax burden abroad is lower than 6.25% and the company paing the 

dividend engages in more than 50% of passive activities. It is noted that we can go furhet 

down to the structure and find any ither company that engages is non passive activites 

and the dividend came from that company

Dividends from B Ltd will be subject to corporation tax(gross)as they are considered to 

be hybrid instuments. Hybrid instrument means that B ltd got a tax deduction for the 

payment of the dividends. A credit for the tax suffered abroad (underlying tax) will be 

given.

Interest from a related party is considered to be closely related to business activities and 

is subject to corporation tax but not subject to SDC. Again it will be grossed up and a 

credit will be given for tax suffered abroad.

The profits of the Branch 1 are not subject to income tax provided that tax paid abroad is 

less than 6.25% and it has incomes more than 50% of its passive activities. Assuming that 

it engages in full trading activities then profits are not subject to income tax. Also the 

profits of the Branch 1 will included in the accounting profit of LCT Holdings Ltd and 

will be subject to DDD to the extents that its shareholders are tax residents and 

domiciled.



The profit of the Brach 2 are treated as Branch 1 above.

Losses of Branch 3 will be allowable in Cyprus and will be recuptured when the 

permanent establishment will become profitable.

The gross incomes of tourist apartments will be included and a credit will be given for tax 

suffered abroad.

It is noted that the tax credit can never exist the Cyprus 'equivalent tax'

Corporation Tax

Incomes

Dividends from A                               10000

Less dividedns not subject to income tax      (10000)

Dividends from B - Hybrid instrument           20000

   (gross = 18000*100/90)

Interest from C                                20000

 (gross = 14000*100/70)

Branch 1 Dividends                             8000

Less Dividends not subject to income tax      (8000)

Branch 2 Dividends                            50000

Less dividends not subject to income tax      (50000) 

Trourist appartments             15000

Total Incomes         55000

Less Losses of branch 3(note 1)  (55000)

Taxable income         0

Corporation tax at 12.5%         0

Note1: the losses of the permanent establishment can never be more than the incomes of 



the Cyprus Tax resident Company.

-------------------------------------------
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Answer-to-Question-_6__

        Part 1 

Reverse charge mechanism

Supply of goods (dispatch) from a Cyprus VAT registered traded to a EU member states 

will fall in the provisions of reverse charge.

Reverse charge is a mechanism where the taxable person charges himself with output 

VAT and if eligible can claim back the input VAT.

Number of condition must be in place for a supply of goods to take place:

The goods were actually removed from Cyprus and the EU vat purchaser got them

Provided than the EU purchaser will be registered in VAT in its country and provided 

that the Cyprus seller is also registered to VAT and validates the VAT number given by 

the EU purchaser then a zero rate invoice will be issued.

It is noted that on the invoice it should be written than this transaction falls into the 

reverse charge mechanism.

 Part 2 



 

Triangulation and simplified procedures

Triagulation exists when there are 3 different taxable person in the EU, all registered in 

VAT, and there is only 1 transportation.

The buyer of the goods wants to buy from an EU Taxable person goods and also wants to 

sell them another EU taxable person. Then the buyer will instruct the seller to transport 

the goods and invoice the 3rd EU taxable person.

With the simplified procedure only the final receipient of the goods will apply the reverse 

charge mechanism and the buyer will not have to register to the 3rd country VAT.

It is also noted that in order for a triangulation to be valid the invoice to be issued to the 

final receipient of goods must state triangulation.

 Part 3

Distance selling

Distance selling exists when goods are sold to non taxable persons of another EU country 

and the seller is responsible for the transportation of those goods.

In accordance to the provisions of distance selling the seller must register to VAT in the 

country those goods end up if he reached a predetermined threshold.

The threshold in Cyprus is EUR 35,000.


